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Don’t Kick the Habit: The Role of Dependency in Habit Formation Apps

Abstract
Habit formation apps are intended to help instigate and maintain new behaviors. Prior research has established that these apps mostly do not support the theoretical ‘habit’ construct defined in psychology, yet are generally popular and well reviewed in app stores. This apparent mismatch between theory and ‘in-the-wild’ usage has not been investigated to date. Through an in-depth qualitative study of a popular application Lift, this research establishes that common techniques such as reminders and streaks are effective at supporting repetition of new behaviors, but at the same time create a dependency: on-going app use is often required to achieve lasting change. This dependency introduces fragility in users’ attempts to change their behavior, as they often abandon the app and subsequently disengage with their new behaviors.
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Introduction

Even when intentions to change a behavior are strong, many fail at making sustainable changes; only 8% keep New Year’s resolutions [16], and when diagnosed with a chronic illness, many do not change behaviors linked with their condition or initiate new behaviors that mitigate symptoms [10]. For many behaviors, such as diet and exercise, persistent changes are required to reduce the long-term risk of chronic and fatal lifestyle diseases such as heart disease and cancer [6].

Forming habits is one way of supporting long-term behavior change. Habits prompt behaviors automatically on encountering an associated cue [15]. This automated response increases the likelihood they will persist over the longer term, even when motivation fades and willpower is low [11].

Research into how technology can support habits is scarce. A recent theoretical analysis concluded that applications marketed to support habit formation generally do not support the key components required [13]. However, these applications are popular on app stores and are generally well reviewed (e.g. [17][18][19]) which suggests users are finding them valuable.

To explore this apparent contradiction, an interview study was conducted with users of a popular habit application, Lift [17] (renamed to ‘Coach.me’ after initiation of study). A qualitative approach was chosen as the focus was on establishing how these apps are being used in real world contexts to support habit formation.

Related Work

There has been increasing interest in how habits can be leveraged to support longer-term behavior change. Whilst many interventions are effective during the period of intervention, success rates over the longer term are frequently lower (e.g. [7]). Studies have demonstrated that when strong habits are developed the likelihood of behaviors persisting is higher [4].

Habits are learned associations between a context or cue, and a behavior [15]. They are developed by consistently repeating a behavior in a stable context or in response to a cue, and with each behavioral repetition, the habit strengthens [8]. A stronger habit leads to a behavior being enacted more automatically when a context or cue is encountered, with less reliance on deliberate conscious processes [9].

There are a large number of smartphone apps intended to support habit formation. The two most common functions of these apps are self-tracking, where users record the completion of their behaviors, and reminders [13]. Lift is the most popular example of an app that incorporates these two features and thus has been selected for this study.

In Lift, users can select or create habits they wish to develop and then track their progress (see Figure 1). It has several mechanisms to motivate regular usage, including visuals to demonstrate progress, rewards and social components. Streaks are one of its main ‘reward’ features. They are built when behavior is performed for a series of consecutive days - the number of days is the streak.

Figure 1. Lift screenshots: confirming completion of a habit (top); selecting a new habit to join (bottom)
A recent paper presented a theoretical analysis of popular habit formation applications, including Lift [13]. In reviewing 115 iOS and Android apps the authors found limited support for techniques grounded in habit formation theory and highlighted the risk of dependency, and reduced automaticity, when reminders are used as triggers. Although this highlights a gap in how habit theory is being implemented in applications, the paper does not investigate how this affects behavior change or habit formation in real world usage.

It is important to understand whether the theoretical gaps highlighted in [13] are having real world consequences or, if the apps are delivering positive outcomes, how that is being accomplished. This paper contributes by increasing our understanding of this gap and how users are using common features in habit apps to change their behaviors.

**Method**

To investigate how habit formation apps are being used to support behavior change, users of a popular application, Lift, were interviewed in order to better understand their experiences and outcomes.

**Participants**

16 current or prior users of Lift on iOS (9 male, 7 female; 18-54 years old; mostly from the UK) were recruited via adverts on social media and from an email sent to a student mailing list. Half (8) had over 3 months experience with Lift, and of those, 5 had been using Lift for over a year. The remaining half (8) had between 3 weeks and 3 months of experience. Most participants were employed (7) or self-employed (5), and the rest were students (3) or not working (1).

**Procedure**

Interviews were conducted via Skype. Participants were reminded that the call was being recorded, they could end the interview at any point and they did not have to answer any questions that made them uncomfortable. Interviews lasted between 25 and 50 minutes, and explored their usage of Lift, including behaviors they wanted to change or initiate, when they used the app and their satisfaction with the app.

**Analysis**

Transcription and thematic analysis [1] was conducted shortly after each interview. An inductive approach was used, whereby the data was solely used to form codes and themes.

**Results**

All participants were attempting to change multiple behaviors simultaneously, tracking between 3 and 15 behaviors. Behaviors tracked in Lift included those related to diet, exercise, spirituality, personal hygiene, education and personal growth. Notably, most participants reported that the app had supported them in successfully changing some of their behaviors. Behaviors participants were most successful with tended to be specific and easy to perform (e.g. 5 push ups), and were often added to existing behavior chains or routines (e.g. after brushing teeth in the morning). Others had success with increasing frequency of existing behaviors.

**Supporting behavior change**

Of the techniques in Lift that aim to support behavior change, reminders and streaks were cited as the most effective.
Half of the participants used reminders, in several cases for all their behaviors, "I have reminders set up for all of them" (P15). Many who used reminders indicated they used them as triggers for their behaviors to be performed at certain time, "...for press ups I get reminders on Monday, Thursday and Saturday at 8 AM and [...] I intend to do the press ups at those times" (P15). Others used them as deadlines; "...it’s when I want to, in my head, when I should have already done it" (P4).

As reminders based purely on time lack contextual information it often made them unsuitable as triggers, "[if I] happen to be working in a cafe and I got a reminder to do push-ups, I’m not going to do anything about it" (P15). This lead to negative affect in some participants, "I took them off because then I beat myself up if I wasn’t doing it at that particular time, even if it wasn’t a good time to do it" (P9).

Streaks were cited by the most participants as a key feature that helped them maintain motivation, "...streaks were what helped motivate me a lot" (P10) and "I was really enjoying having the streaks" (P9). Participants directly identified it as being responsible for longer term behavior changes, "...prayer is my most regularly checked in goal just because keeping the flame thing going, the streak is pretty motivating to me at this point because I’m on like 340" (P10).

Some emphasized the positive nature of a challenge to keep a streak going, "...because I’ve got this 33 days straight [...] how long can I keep this going?" (P6). Whilst others focused more on the desire to not lose a streak, "having a big number is helpful in that you don’t want to break it" (P10).

Life disruptions
Most participants experienced changes in circumstances or times of difficulty that disrupted behaviors and usage of Lift. Participants highlighted how sometimes the two were related: when behaviors were disrupted, usage of Lift reduced or stopped completely.

Examples included holidays, "I’ve been on holiday and stuff so a lot of them [tracked behaviors] have gone by the wayside" (P10), change in careers, "...the gym definitely dropped off when I returned [from a job] to University" (P8), changes in family setup, "I’m a father now to very young children [...] and you get railroaded [away from intended behaviors] quite frequently" (P15) and relocating, "I had a daily meditation practice and then I moved [...] and everything changed” (P13).

Others highlighted how periods of disruption reduced their use of Lift, "I tend to use it [Lift] less if I’ve got a lot of other things on" (P11) and "...there have been quite a few changes in my life recently [...] my usage of lift dropped off...” (P8). In many cases it appeared that Lift usage was a ‘victim’ alongside other behaviors that stopped during periods of disruption, "...my behaviors were just not as frequently performed [during a difficult period] Lift probably got caught up in that" (P8).

In some instances, these periods of disruption led participants to stop using the application completely. Participants reported the main causes were stress and busyness, "...there was a lot going on in life at that time of the year, everything got a bit hectic and overwhelming and I just stopped using it" (P9) or a temporary loss of structure, "I finished my job and started a new one, so I didn’t really have a structured time in December, so I stopped using it” (P3).
Some suggested that Lift was not helpful in navigating these periods and that led to stopping use of the application, "...I set my goal for exercise three times a week but I knew I was going to have to be very gentle or I would aggravate my shoulder, so I couldn't go to yoga. So I thought I'm not going to start at the gym yet either [...] why should I have any commitment to what this app is saying to me, it doesn't really know my physiological condition!?” (P2)

Behaviors during non-use

Some participants suggested that when they stopped using Lift they disengaged with several of their behaviors, "... it was a struggle to keep on top of all these habits [...] I think it [not using Lift] impacted the ones I'd been successful with” (P12). P5 discussed a period of behavioral disengagement when he was not using Lift, "I [...] got less disciplined, the morning routine dropped away a bit, I probably also put on weight because I wasn't doing those habits [in Lift]” (P5). He explained that phase by suggesting without the accountability from Lift he would give in to temptation, "...you want to tick off that behavior so you say 'no, no, no' to eat during the day, but without that emotional leverage, I'll eat that chocolate biscuit you just put in front of me and no gym today!” (P5).

P3 disengaged from most of his behaviors when he stopped using Lift due to leaving his job and losing his daily structure and mentioned how his behaviors 'collapsed'. "I went into a period where it was quite stressful I was trying to get a new job [...] I was using my phone a lot less, I didn't want to think about all those habits in Lift I was meant to be doing [...] it all kind of collapsed” (P3).

Other participants more directly claimed that stopping use of the application contributed to behavioral disengagement; they stopped using the application because they were not performing some behaviors, which subsequently led to their other behaviors ceasing as well. "I think the times I stopped using it were because some of my behaviors [...] I wasn't doing them and I don't want to face up to the fact I'm failing [...] but then I can get in a [...] mode where I stop doing any of them” (P14).

Discussion

To investigate how habit apps are being used to support behavior change, an interview study and thematic analysis were conducted. The study established that Lift was helpful for motivating and reminding, but rather than supporting behavior change through development of automatic habits, a dependency on features of the app was created so that ongoing use was required to maintain behaviors. The study also confirmed findings from other studies (e.g. [2] [5]) that users are prone to abandon health technologies. This combination of dependency and likelihood of abandonment introduces fragility to users’ behavior change efforts.

Many participants identified reminders and streaks as the most useful features to support behavioral repetition. Reminders helped participants mitigate forgetfulness, remind them of their intention to perform the behavior and provided a cue to initiate a behavior [12]. Streaks motivated participants by providing a challenge to maintain a streak, a form of ‘gamification’, and/or by activating a fear of losing a streak, leveraging loss aversion, the disproportionate impact of loss versus comparative gain [14].
However, the study found a risk of technology dependence. Habits are of interest for behavior change because they offer a path to more sustainable changes that reduce dependencies on fragile factors such as motivation and willpower [11]. There is evidence here that a dependency has been introduced, as participants depended on reminders and streaks to continue repeating the desired behaviors.

Additionally, all participants either temporarily or permanently stopped using Lift. This is a common experience: 74% of users stop using health apps after ten uses [20] and, more broadly, abandonment of wearable health devices is common [5]. During periods of not using the app, participants disengaged with tracked behaviors. Although this can be partially explained by a life disruption simultaneously effecting both behaviors and usage of the app, several participants suggested a direct impact from the removal of the interaction with the app.

From a habit theory perspective, reminders used to cue behavior can be seen as inherently dependency forming: if automaticity has developed it is explicitly linked to the appearance of the reminder [15]. With streaks, expected extrinsic rewards negate the development of automaticity by keeping a behavior as goal focused and reducing intrinsic motivation [3]. This effect is likely most pronounced for those with long streaks where automaticity should have developed, but if the goal of maintaining the streak is the main motivator then automaticity may not have developed. Thus when the extrinsic motivation is removed, the impetus for the behavior disappears.

Despite our relatively small sample, in this work we were able to present preliminary findings of how using popular techniques to remind and motivate can lead to a fragile dependency on those features. Focusing on one application ensured that all participants accessed the same intervention and set of features.

**Conclusion & Implications**

This study used a qualitative approach to investigate usage of a habit formation application, Lift. Although there is significant research in habit formation and technology based behavior change, there has been little focus on how technology supports habits. The study found that Lift was effective in supporting new behaviors, mainly by triggering and motivating repetition. However, a dependency was introduced where participants were dependent on the app to continue repeating the new behaviors. This dependency introduced fragility to users’ behavior change efforts as abandoning the app, and subsequently disengaging with behaviors, was common. This potentially undermines a key benefit of habits whereby fragile dependencies are reduced so as to increase likelihood of longer-term change.

Future work could look at the broader set of habit apps to confirm our findings are more widely applicable. More research is also recommended in looking at different motivational techniques used by habit formation apps, how dependency forming they are and how that affects the development of automaticity. Ideas to improve these features should be evaluated and these would form the basis for a series of concrete recommendations for developers of habit apps.
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